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Abstract
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an optical technique that uses backscattered light to 
highlight intrinsic structure, and when applied to brain tissue, it can resolve cortical layers and 
fiber bundles. Optical coherence microscopy (OCM) is higher resolution (i.e., 1.25 μm) and is 
capable of detecting neurons. In a previous report, we compared the correspondence of OCM 
acquired imaging of neurons with traditional Nissl stained histology in entorhinal cortex layer II. 
In the current method-oriented study, we aimed to determine the colocalization success rate 
between OCM and Nissl in other brain cortical areas with different laminar arrangements and cell 
packing density. We focused on two additional cortical areas: medial prefrontal, pre-genual 
Brodmann area (BA) 32 and lateral temporal BA 21. We present the data as colocalization 
matrices and as quantitative percentages. The overall average colocalization in OCM compared to 
Nissl was 67% for BA 32 (47% for Nissl colocalization) and 60% for BA 21 (52% for Nissl 
colocalization), but with a large variability across cases and layers. One source of variability and 
confounds could be ascribed to an obscuring effect from large and dense intracortical fiber 
bundles. Other technical challenges, including obstacles inherent to human brain tissue, are 
discussed. Despite limitations, OCM is a promising semi-high throughput tool for demonstrating 
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detail at the neuronal level, and, with further development, has distinct potential for the automatic 
acquisition of large databases as are required for the human brain.
Keywords
optical imaging; human brain; isocortex; limbic; neuron; tissue; validation
INTRODUCTION
MRI has long been recognized as a highly useful tool in the study of the human brain: in the 
shape and volume of its structures across development, adulthood, aging and disease 
processes in a large scale, three-dimensional and longitudinal manner (Ashburner 2012; 
Coupe et al. 2017; Da et al. 2014; Datta et al. 2017; Falahati et al. 2017; Fischl 2012; 
Jenkinson et al. 2012; Reuter et al. 2012; Salat et al. 2004; Van Essen 2012; Fischl et al. 
2004). Though MRI has provided an enormous amount of data, and with 7T MRI now 
achieves a submillimeter resolution and the visualization of cortical layers, it notably lacks 
the more cellular resolution needed to distinguish specific area differences or specific 
neuronal populations. Disease states, for example, may be associated not only with neuronal 
loss, but more particularly, with neuron-specific loss.
Significantly higher resolution brain mappings are underway to address this problem. The 
Big Brain project aims to correlate MRI and histology using a large scale three-dimensional 
method (Amunts et al. 2013). Classical neuroanatomical histology and 
immunohistochemistry (e.g. Ding et al. 2016) remain acceptable options, but are notoriously 
labor intensive. In addition, the necessary tissue sectioning and histological processing result 
in frequent distortions that seriously hinder the alignment of tissue sections into three-
dimensional models. A means of studying cortical architecture, either cyto- or 
myeloarchitecture, in a high-throughput acquisition protocol is urgently needed. One 
relatively new and promising approach to this problem is optical coherence microscopy 
(OCM).
OCM is a high-resolution optical technique (Huang et al. 1991) that potentially combines 
both the resolution obtained with a compound microscope and the three-dimensional 
capacity of MRI. With continued development - of hardware, software, and automation of 
the optical imaging systems - high through-put acquisition of neuronal brain architecture 
could be within reach (Axer et al., 2016; Magnain et al., 2014; Ragan et al., 2012; Wang et 
al., 2016). Recent studies have demonstrated that optical coherence tomography and 
microscopy (respectively, low (OCT) and high (OCM) resolution) resolve the intrinsic 
contrast of human brain structure (no stain nor dye needed) visualized by back scattered 
light, and can reveal cortical layers, fibers, and even neurons(Assayag et al. 2013; Magnain 
et al. 2015; Magnain et al. 2014; Wang 2017; Wang et al. 2014). OCM is effective on 
immersion-fixed human brain tissue, does not require histological staining, yet yields 
excellent resolution, is not dependent on the length of time in fixation (Magnain et al. 2014), 
and acquires images of the tissue block before sectioning, thus reducing greatly the 
distortions. These are distinct advantages over techniques such as Clarity, which have tissue 
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size limitations and require, especially for the human brain, complex clearing and staining 
protocols (Chung et al. 2013; Tomer et al. 2014).
Our long-term objective is to establish OCM as a viable means to study morphological 
changes and neuron populations, through an undistorted three-dimensional high-throughput 
method in the human brain. It would facilitate the direct visualization of three-dimensional 
neuronal organization, such as spacing or density of cellular minicolumns. For this paper, the 
immediate goal was to compare the performance of OCM with regard to histological 
resolution in two cortical areas different from the highly specialized EC that has been 
previously investigated (Magnain et al. 2015). This will serve as an important calibration for 
what level of performance can be expected with current technology, and a guide for further 
hardware, software, and analysis development.
In a previous report, we compared the correspondence of OCM-acquired imaging of neurons 
with traditional Nissl stained histology in entorhinal cortex layer II (Magnain et al. 2015), 
and were able to show an excellent match between neurons as imaged by OCM and by 
subsequent Nissl staining. Since, however, entorhinal cortex has distinctively large stellate 
cells in layer II which are well-isolated by intervening dendritic bundles, we were concerned 
that this might be a best-case example for imaging by OCM. Thus, we undertook this 
methods-oriented study to determine the match success rate for two additional cortical areas: 
medial prefrontal, pre-genual Brodmann area (BA) 32 and lateral temporal BA 21. Both of 
these areas have different architectonics and function from the entorhinal cortex (i.e., smaller 
cells, different cell packing, and differing amounts of myelination), making them well-suited 
to test the capability of OCM in different microenvironments. In brief, BA 21 is a higher-
order visual association cortex with medium myelin content (Brodmann 1909; Economo and 
Koskinas 1925). It has a relatively small layer III with low cell packing density, a thin layer 
IV, and wide infragranular layers V and VI, with large pyramidal cells in layer V (Mai and 
Paxinos 2007). BA 32 is a limbic association area that has light myelination. It has large 
pyramids in layer IIIc, a dysgranular layer IV, relatively sparse layer Vb, and a trend for 
elongated neurons in layer VI (Palomero-Gallagher et al. 2008; Palomero-Gallagher et al. 
2013; Vogt et al. 2013). We asked how the cortical microenvironment affects OCM acquired 
neuronal imaging? We also took this opportunity to summarize technical and 
methodological developments.
Our experimental design includes, in outline, imaging small blocks of tissue by OCM, 
subsequently vibratome-sectioning the tissue block, harvesting the vibratome section 
corresponding to the imaged OCM blockface, processing this with Nissl histology, and 
finally registering and comparing the two datasets - the OCM acquired blockface and 
vibratome-sectioned post-imaging Nissl stained section (Fig. 1).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue Samples and Demographics
Six human brain hemispheres were obtained from Massachusetts General Hospital Autopsy 
Suite (Boston, MA, USA). See Table 1 for the demographic and diagnostic details. The 
demographics were as follows: three females and three males, with a mean and standard 
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deviation of age of 55.7 ± 16 years old. The post-mortem interval for the brains was less 
than 24 hours, except for case 6 (30 hours). All six brains were clinical controls, but three 
had a few age-related neurofibrillary tangles (i.e. Braak and Braak stage I pathology, n=3; 
Braak and Braak 1991), demonstrated with ThioflavinS staining (cases #3, 4, 5) and one 
(case #5) had evidence of hypertensive cerebral vasculopathy and ischemic changes. The 
brains were thoroughly fixed by immersion in 10% formalin for at least two months. The 
study was approved by the internal review board (IRB) of the Massachusetts General 
Hospital and carried out according to current ethical standards.
Overview
Fig. 1a illustrates the workflow adopted for this study. Since this investigation aimed to 
standardize and optimize the technical aspects of OCM in human brain specimens, each step 
is described in detail in the following paragraphs.
Tissue Preparation
Three blocks from three different cases were dissected from BA21, on the lateral side of the 
hemispheres (Fig. 1b) and three blocks from three cases from BA32, on the medial side, 
anterior to the corpus callosum (Fig. 1c). Each tissue block spanned from the pia surface to 
white matter but had a small width (2 × 3 × 10 mm3 in total size). To be able to vibratome-
section these small blocks, the tissue samples were embedded in melted oxidized agarose 
activated with a borohydride-borate solution, which covalently cross-links the tissue and 
agarose (Ragan et al. 2012).
Optical Imaging
Samples were positioned on a motorized XY translation stage. The vibratome is integrated 
to our OCM rig, where the z movement is controlled by a motorized Z stage (Ragan et al. 
2012; Wang et al. 2017). Prior to OCM imaging, five 50 μm thick sections (#1–5) from each 
block were vibratome-sectioned to microscopically assess the histological quality (Fig. 1a). 
This step also assures a flat blockface, which is important for high imaging quality. The 
remaining tissue block was then imaged by OCM.
Our microscope is a spectral domain OCM (Magnain et al. 2015; Srinivasan et al. 2012). 
The light source is provided by a superluminescent diode (LS2000B, Thorlabs, Inc., New 
Jersey, USA), centered around 1310 nm with a full width at half maximum of 170nm, 
yielding an axial resolution of 3.5 μm in tissue (4.7 μm in air). The spectrometer is made of a 
grating and a 1024-pixel InGaAs line scan camera (1024-LDH, Goodrich-Sensors 
Unlimited, Princeton, New Jersey), providing a depth of field of 1.5 mm in tissue (2.2 mm in 
air) and a pixel size in depth of 2.9 μm. In order to image neurons, a high numerical aperture 
(NA) objective has to be used in the sample arm to achieve high lateral resolution. The 
objective integrated in the OCM set up is a 40x water immersion objective with a NA of 0.8 
(Olympus LUMPLANFL/IR 40x W), resulting in a lateral resolution of 1.25 μm, and a 
depth of focus of 10 μm. The en-face field of view is 400 μm × 400 μm and our system 
records 512 pixels in each direction, which gives an isotropic lateral pixel size of 0.78 μm.
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Custom made software controls both the stage and the OCM acquisition, making the 
imaging of the blockface fully automatic (Wang et al. 2017). In specific, the sample is 
moved in a serpentine pattern with 25% overlap between adjacent volumes; after each 
individual move, an OCM volume is recorded. In order to compare the OCM data with the 
same Nissl-stained section, the top 50 μm of tissue has to be imaged (e.g. the thickness of 
the histological section). For this, we focused the objective at five different depths in the 
tissue, starting at 5 μm beneath the blockface surface and then re-focusing every 10 μm until 
the last focus depth (at 45 μm) (Magnain et al. 2015). Once the five OCM depths were 
acquired over the full blockface, the sample was translated to the vibratome and three more 
slices (#6–8) of 50 μm thickness were collected. Vibratome section #6 for each sample 
corresponds to the 5 planes of OCM imaged tissue.
The OCM dataset is then post-processed to obtain a 2D projection. We used frequency 
compounding technique (six optical frequency bands) to reduce speckle noise, resulting in 
increased contrast-to-noise ratio (Magnain et al. 2016). The maximum intensity projection 
was performed on each volume for the 10 μm around the focus plane. Then, those images 
were registered using a Fiji plug-in based on the Fourier shift theorem (Preibisch et al. 2009) 
and the full slice was reconstructed by stitching the images together for every depth. An 
OCM slice reconstruction is shown in Fig. 1d. Some stitching artifacts are evident, due to 
misalignment and angular compounding.
Histology
Vibratomed sections corresponding to the OCM imaging plane (i.e. histology section #6) 
were stained with thionin for cell bodies. The section was mounted onto a gelatin dipped 
(“subbed”) glass slide and dried overnight. After defatting in chloroform-alcohol, the section 
was over-stained for three minutes in 0.05% thionin (pH 4.8), differentiated and dehydrated 
in ascending series of alcohol, and coverslipped from xylene with Permount.
The Nissl stained sections were first digitized using an 80i Nikon Microscope (Microvideo 
Instruments, Avon, MA) with a 4x objective (40x total magnification; Fig. 1e), which results 
in images with a 1.85 μm pixel size. The virtual tissue workflow provided from Stereo 
Investigator (MBF Bioscience, Burlington, VT) automatically acquired the images. The 
specific regions of interest, ROIs (red boxes in Fig. 1e) will be digitized again later at higher 
magnification.
ROI selection
We selected eight ROIs in the relevant OCM/Nissl sections, located both in the infra- and 
supragranular layers of the tissue, but avoiding layer IV because of the characteristically 
small neurons in area 21 and the uncertain borders of this layer in dysgranular BA32. For 
each block, we selected 2 ROIs in layers II, III, V, VI. One ROI for each layer is represented 
on Fig.1d and 1e by a red box. We pre-registered the Nissl stained slices to the OCM 
images, using the corners of the tissue sections and prominent blood vessels as landmarks 
(asterisks * in Fig. 1e). Due to the histological distortions, we implemented a nonlinear 
transformation between manually selected landmarks on both image modalities (OCM and 
Nissl; Magnain et al. 2015) based on the Thin-Plate Splines (Bookstein 1989) deformation 
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model using the freely available ITK library (Yoo et al. 2002). Our implementation requires 
the pixel size of both images to be the same, so the digitized Nissl stained slices are up-
sampled to the pixel size of the OCM (i.e., 0.78 μm). Fig. 1d, 1e shows the registration 
between the two datasets (OCM and the corresponding Nissl). After this initial registration, 
the ROIs (areas of 200 μm × 200 μm) were drawn on both datasets.
Neuronal segmentation
To evaluate the quality of match between the OCM-imaged and histological databases at the 
level of individual neurons, the Nissl ROIs (the red boxes) were digitized at a higher 
magnification (200x, using a 20x objective where the pixel size is 0.37 μm). For each ROI 
digitization, we acquired an image every 1 μm in depth. The full depth of the Nissl stained 
tissue (i.e., a “50μm” vibratome section) varied from case to case, section to section, and 
from ROI to ROI within the same section after shrinkage. Thus, the number of focal depths 
ranged from 12 to 28. Images were gathered in consecutive groups of four images (an 
arbitrary choice), and the Fiji plug-in “Stack focuser” used to make a single image, totaling 
4 μm, resulting in a final ROI imaged at 3 to 7 different focus depths (i.e. 12–28μm; Fig. 2c, 
Depths 1–5). We also used the plug-in to generate the focused imaged from the entire stack 
of depth acquisitions (Fig 2c, last column, “all”).
Next, we manually labeled neurons in both datasets (Fig 2a and 2c). For the Nissl 
segmentation, we used the following criteria: a) expected neuron-like shape, b) at least one 
visible proximal dendrite, c) appropriate size for a neuron (i.e. is not glia or a neuron 
particle), and d) a visible nucleus/nucleolus (Fig. 2d). The criteria for the OCM 
segmentation (Fig. 2b) were similar: a) putative neuronal shapes, b) neuronal size, and c) an 
intensity higher than that of the surrounding tissue, but we relaxed the requirements for a 
nucleus/nucleolus and discernible dendrite in OCM. We did not tag hollow or apparently 
partial neurons and were intentionally conservative on labeling OCM neurons that showed 
robust intensity but no clear neuronal shape or dendrites. The digitized Nissl stained ROI 
(20x objective) and the respective segmentation were registered again to the OCM images by 
non-linear transformation as previously described, using the neurons as fiducial landmarks. 
The downsampling of the Nissl from 0.37 μm to 0.78 μm, in order to register with OCM, 
accounts for the blurry Nissl images in Fig. 2c.
Analysis
Once both datasets were labeled, the neuron colocalization analysis was undertaken; this is 
illustrated as a colocalization matrix (Fig. 3), where the OCM imaged planes are displayed 
as rows: 1–5 depths, Nissl focal planes are displayed as columns 1–7, and the segmentations 
of OCM neurons in red and Nissl stained neurons in green. The colocalization of neurons 
observed by OCM and Nissl is shown in yellow with these overlapping neurons revealing a 
diagonal pattern, highlighted with white boxes (Fig. 3). On rare occasions two neurons 
appear at the same location but at different depth in the tissue (matrix panel 2,3 in Fig 3a) 
and these off-diagonal overlapping neurons were not counted in the final results. The last 
row (the last depth in OCM) in Fig. 3b did not give any colocalized neurons because the 
Nissl section was thinner than the imaged OCM and was not counted in the final results.
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The colocalization of neurons was assessed as percentage. The OCM percentages (referred 
to as OCM colocalization) were determined as the number of colocalized neurons out of the 
total number of neurons segmented on the OCM images, while the Nissl percentages 
(referred to as Nissl colocalization) were calculated as the number of colocalized neurons 
out of the total number of neurons segmented on the Nissl images.
Fiber density—Since OCM is sensitive to any scattering structures, structures besides 
neurons appear as well. In particular, myelin, with a high refractive index, highly scatters 
and backscatters light. We visually evaluated the fiber content for each ROI using the OCM 
imaging independently of location in the brain, i.e. area and layer. We defined four 
categories based on the fiber density and patterning: +: individual and sparse fibers, ++: 
individual and dense fibers, +++: small and dense bundles, and ++++: large and dense 
bundles.
RESULTS
Figure 4 illustrates the results of the segmentation and colocalization for four different ROIs. 
The selected ROIs are located in layers VI and III for BA 21 and in layers V and III for BA 
32. The first two columns are the OCM image without and with the neuron outlines 
respectively at depth 2. As the overlay of the different depths induces a loss of neuron 
resolution (as seen in the last column of Fig. 2a), we illustrated only the one depth in this 
figure. Columns 3 and 4 are the focused image of the 20x Nissl stained section without and 
with the neurons outlines, and the last column shows the colocalization of the segmented 
neurons. The colocalization percentages for each layer (mean of the 2 boxes) are given in 
Tables 2 (for BA 21) and 3 (for BA 32).
While there is overall good concordance, some variability is obvious. For case 6, this is 
exceptionally large, possibly due to the longer PMI (30 hrs. vs. <24) and/or the 
demographics of the individual (case history; younger age). For this case, both the OCM 
imaging and the Nissl histology were problematic, compromising both the segmentation and 
the registration. Relative to our five other cases, case 6 presented as an outlier. Since results 
for case 6 skewed the percentage averages for B32, we opted to exclude data from this case 
for the remaining sections of the paper, however we will also show the data including this 
case without discussing them.
Quantitative results for BA 21.
For BA 21, the percentage of OCM neurons colocalizing with Nissl stained neurons was 
42% ± 15 % in layer II, 74% ± 9% in layer III, 64% ± 15% in layer V, and 60% ± 6% in 
layer VI. The equivalent colocalization percentages calculated for Nissl neurons were 
slightly less; namely, 33% ± 13% in layer II, 74% ± 12% in layer III, 55% ± 13% in layer V, 
and 45% ± 7% in layer VI. This is likely due to our stringent labeling criteria, which 
affected the number of OCM neurons more than Nissl stained neurons. The colocalization 
data are summarized in Table 4, displayed for each layer, and as an average for all layers. 
Across the three cases and four layers in BA 21, the OCM and Nissl colocalization 
percentage averaged 60% and 52%, respectively.
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Quantitative results for BA 32.
The colocalization match of OCM neurons in BA32 was 63% ± 9% in layer II, 64% ± 5% in 
layer III, 72% ± 17% in layer V and 71% ± 11% in layer VI (Table 5). The equivalent 
colocalization data calculated for Nissl neurons were 38% ± 13% in layer II, 49% ± 14% in 
layer III, 54% ± 16% in layer V and 45% ± 14% in layer VI. Across the three cases and four 
layers in BA 32, the OCM and Nissl colocalization percentage averaged 67% and 47% 
respectively (Table 5).
Results for fiber content
OCM imaging is consistent with published reports that BA 21 is more densely myelinated 
than BA 32 (see Tables 2 and 3). In BA 32, individual fibers can be observed, even in deeper 
layers V and VI. In contrast, bundled fibers are more prevalent in those layers in BA 21. 
Deeper layers are more densely myelinated than the superficial layers I and II. The results 
are shown is Table 6. For the fiber grade (+), defined as some individual and sparse fibers, 
the OCM colocalization is the poorest; namely 55% ± 14% (44% ± 18% for Nissl). The 
OCM colocalizations rise to 71% ± 13% and 78% ± 9%, respectively, for “individual but 
dense” fibers (++) and “large sparse” bundle (+++). [The corresponding Nissl matches are 
51% ± 14% and 70% ± 19%. Finally, the OCM colocalization drops to 61% ± 4% for “large 
and dense” fiber bundles (51% ± 10% for Nissl).
In summary, we consider that neuronal size (large versus small neurons), the amount of 
myelination (robust or sparse), and the orientation and density of dendrites will impact on 
the sensitivity and resolution of OCM. This is discussed more fully below (“Human 
Neuroanatomy”).
DISCUSSION
With this report, we now have colocalization data for three cortical areas. The overall 
average colocalization in OCM compared to the Nissl stained tissue, was 67% for BA 32 
(47% Nissl colocalization), and 60% for BA 21 (52% Nissl colocalization). In our previous 
paper (Magnain et al., 2015), we found a OCM colocalization of 78% for layer II of 
entorhinal cortex. The appropriate comparison in our samples for layer II of EC is not the 
very different layer II of BA 21 or BA 32. Extracting the criteria of large cells and sparse 
myelin, a reasonable comparison is with layer III of BA 21 and layer V of BA 32. In that 
case, the match numbers across the three areas are in relatively good concordance; that is, 
78% for EC, 74% for BA21, layer III, and 71% for BA 32, layer V (excluding case 6). From 
this still limited dataset, our provisional conclusion is that the successful match level 
between neuronal OCM and Nissl will differ across areas and layers. Below, we further 
discuss the results and the various factors likely to influence the concordance between OCM 
and Nissl. These can be divided into two categories: factors related to technical challenges 
and those related to anatomy, especially of the human brain.
Technical issues
In the course of these investigations, we have identified and addressed important technical 
factors that can influence the quality of outcome. One obvious technical factor influencing 
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the concordance of optical and histological datasets is the mismatch in the acquisition range 
between the two modalities. First, unless the movement of the stage precisely and 
consistently advances by 50 μm increments per vibratome section, the Nissl stained slices 
may be either thicker or thinner than the optical imaging depth range. Discrepancies of this 
nature can be corrected by manually inspecting the colocalization with respect to depth as 
shown in Figure 3. Second, the initial focus depth must be carefully set to insure the capture 
of the top of 50 μm tissue section. The z pixel size is 2.9 μm and we need to focus, by eye, at 
5 μm under the surface; that is, less than 2 pixels under the surface. The determination of the 
first focus plane of the acquisition is not absolutely precise; for example, the tissue surface 
boundary and the focus plane are not a clear line. To control for this, each focus depth was 
determined post-acquisition. If the first depth showed variability, we took notice that for 
some tissue samples, the focus plane was too deep, meaning that the first few microns were 
not optically imaged. Occurrences of erroneous neuronal colocalization in depth happened 
but these were rare.
A second potential technical source of error occurs at the registration step between the OCM 
and the Nissl stained sections. The first registration (the pre-registration) between the full 
slice of the histology and the OCM image is relatively routine and evaluating the accuracy is 
easy because it is the exact same block (same corners, same blood vessels). The second 
registration, the registration of each ROI, was also straightforward, as above, but it becomes 
critical to inspect and evaluate the accuracy. This second registration was performed on a 
much smaller region with different criterion - groupings of three or four distinct neurons in 
multiple places. The accuracy of the registration requires special care on the part of the 
evaluator, so that the registration makes sense with the structures within the ROI. Ideally the 
process can be automatized to reduce time and enable a larger sample size. Our procedure 
has been manual, where we used tissue corners for the first registration, but neurons for the 
aligning landmarks for the second registration. An accurate registration is time consuming 
but can be satisfactorily assessed with unique groups of neurons that are distinct within the 
ROI.
Third is the segmentation of the OCM data. In this present study, we took the opportunity to 
reexamine our previous criteria, and adopted strict, multiple corroborating criteria for the 
OCM neuronal segmentation. A major factor in neuronal segmentation is image degradation 
from speckle noise. Frequency compounding achieved partial but not total noise (Magnain, 
Wang, Sakadžić, Fischl, & Boas, 2016; Pircher, Gotzinger, Leitgeb, Fercher, & 
Hitzenberger, 2003; Schmitt, Xiang, & Yung, 1999; Van Soest et al., 2012). Segmentation 
was thus affected by imperfect contrast between neurons and the surrounding environment. 
Noise reduction techniques will be important to consider and undertake in continued 
development of OCM. Namely, noise reduction by spatial compounding (i.e. due to the 
overlapping during data acquisition between adjacent tiles) has not been exploited. In 
addition, spatial filtering could be applied to the data, which will lead to a loss of resolution 
but will improve contrast. Thus, evaluating and optimizing the tradeoffs among acquisition 
time, contrast and resolution may be central to improving for neuronal segmentation in 
OCM. Lastly, using 3D imaging reconstruction and the volumetric shape as additional 
marker for neurons may enhance segmentation. In the longer term, we hope that our 
experience with technical details of manual segmentation will be applicable to automatic 
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segmentation where training datasets can be implemented, with respect to parameters of 
neuronal size and shape- Future studies could re-evaluate additional biological structures 
such as fiber bundles that were not labeled but might have detrimentally interfered with the 
neuronal standards set forth in this report.
Human Neuroanatomy
Studying the human brain, more than for experimental animal models, is associated with 
special problems of inherent individual variability, variability of health or pathologies, and 
cross- and intra-areal variability. Of direct practical relevance in the present study, only one 
of the brains (case #1) was from our previous study in the entorhinal cortex (Magnain et al. 
2015). The influence of age will be an important factor for continued investigation, but we 
can point out that the oldest cases in this current study, cases #2 and #3, have the best 
colocalization, >80%.
While all the cases included in this study were technically controls from both a clinical and 
pathological perspective, some age-related neurofibrillary tangles were present in the 
entorhinal and perirhinal cortices in cases #3, 4 and 5. These could indicate an underlying 
preclinical condition that may degrade OCM performance accuracy. Amyloid was not 
observed in these cases even though amyloid plaques have been visualized using OCM 
(Lichtenegger et al. 2017) and with polarized light imaging (Baumann et al. 2017). It is not 
presently known whether the presence of neurofibrillary tangles, lipofuscin or reactive 
gliosis may adversely affect OCM accuracy.
Other anatomical factors may influence OCM performance. These can be of a mechanical 
nature; namely, the basic geometry of the human brain, the constantly changing cortical 
ribbon and its interaction with the plane of sectioning, and the specific location within a 
gyrus (crown or sulcal depth). Another significant anatomical factor is heterogeneity in the 
structural make-up and microenvironment of the different areas. This includes but is not 
limited to neuronal size (large versus small neurons), the amount of myelination (robust or 
sparse), the orientation and density of dendrites. Our data show that the colocalization is 
lower for layer II compared to layers III, V and VI for both BA 21 and 32 (respectively 42% 
± 15% and 63% ± 9% for OCM, and 33% ± 13% and 38% ± 13% for Nissl). The smaller 
neurons in layer II are harder for the OCM to image and for the raters to segment. The small 
size might confound by being too close to the size of the speckle noise inherent to OCM 
imaging. Moreover, our data suggest that the myelin density and fiber orientation in 
particular influence the success of OCM-Nissl colocalization. Dense fiber fascicles (++++) 
appear to “shroud” or “veil” neurons, perhaps due to the size of individual fibers or fascicles, 
or the proportion of myelinated and unmyelinated fibers. In accord, we found an OCM 
colocalization of 61% ± 4% (51% ± 10% for Nissl), compared to an OCM colocalization 
better than 70% for fiber densities of ++ and +++. The category of sparse individual fibers 
(+) shows the lowest colocalization, 55% ± 14% for OCM and 44% ± 18% for Nissl; but we 
note that 10 out of the 18 boxes analyzed for this category are located in layer II, the zone of 
small neurons. When removing the results obtained for layer II, the colocalization for sparse 
fibers (+) increases to 61% ± 9% and 55% ± 17% for OCM and Nissl, respectively, and is on 
par with the higher myelination density (++++). Thus, our data also suggests that neuron 
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size influences the colocalization of OCM and Nissl. It is our current understanding that 
more than one factor contributes to the variability of visualizing OCM neurons, with fiber 
quantity and neuronal size being the most impactful.
The microanatomical environment is intricate, and other confounding factors will need to be 
investigated in continuing methodological investigations. For example, in this study, we did 
not correlate success of match with the neuronal density or extracellular space surrounding 
neurons; but these parameters could all be further explored.
CONCLUSION
In summary, a number of procedural details, which we have tried to set forth here, will affect 
the outcome quality of OCM as applied to human postmortem cortical samples. These 
notably include 1) pathological state of the tissue, 2) macro anatomical and laminar location, 
3) location and depth in the imaged stack and 4) the imaging noise. Taking these into 
account, OCM is a promising tool that can demonstrate detail at the neuron level and, as 
semi high through-put, could help in assessing individual variability. The potential to 
reconstruct the cytoarchitecture in three dimensions at high resolution (approximately 
1×1×2.9 μm3) and concurrently compare this with fibers and blood vessels would result in 
an enriched neuropathological dataset. On the down side, OCM generates large amounts of 
data, for which powerful computing capacity is needed. Looking ahead, for large samples, 
post-processing of the volumetric data can be performed (speckle noise reduction and 
extraction of the focus range) on the fly or in parallel to the acquisition, which would greatly 
reduce the data size by about a factor of at least 100. A second limitation, under current 
protocols, is that it is relatively slow. That is, our OCT/OCM system uses a 46k line per 
second (lps) line scan camera. The acquisition time could be reduced by using a faster line 
scan camera and/or with parallel imaging or using a swept-source OCT instead of a spectral 
domain OCT (An, Li, Shen, & Wang, 2011; Lee et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2018; Potsaid et al., 
2008; Tsai et al., 2013). Finally, the amount of time spent manually labeling neurons could 
eventually be reduced and even replaced by the development of automatic segmentation 
algorithms to distinguish and register the individual neurons. Optical imaging, at both the 
OCT and OCM levels of resolution, can already be successfully applied at neuroanatomical 
level quality and, especially with the continued development of both the hardware and 
analysis programs described previously and currently underway (automatic segmentation 
and registration, assessment of optical properties (Wang 2017)), it has distinct potential to 
automatically acquire large datasets for the human brain.
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Fig 1. Overview.
a) Workflow diagram. b) Lateral view of the human brain where box outlines part of BA 21, 
middle temporal area, dissected as tissue blocks. c) Medial view of the human brain with 
box outlining where BA 32, pre-genual cingulate area, was blocked. d) Tissue from BA 21 
as imaged by OCM (at one depth) and e) the corresponding Nissl stained histological section 
digitized with a 4x objective (40x magnification). OCM and Nissl are in register with each 
other and four regions of interest (ROI, the red inset boxes) delineate various layers (i.e. 
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layer II, III, V and VI). Each ROI is 200 μm × 200 μm. Scale bar = 500 μm. OCM=optical 
coherence microscopy, BA=Brodmann’s area, ROI=region of interest.
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Fig 2. OCM and Nissl segmentations.
a) OCM imaging depths 1–5; b), OCM neuronal segmentation labeled in red; c) Nissl focal 
depths 1–4; d) Nissl neuronal segmentation labeled in green. Each number, across the rows, 
represents one depth of 10 μm. The Nissl images appear slightly blurry due to the 
registration process. The last column, at the right, illustrates stacked images for each 
modality for the actual data and neuronal segmentation. Each square represents an area of 
200 μm × 200 μm.
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Fig 3. Colocalization matrix.
Two examples from BA 21 (a, b) showing the Nissl focal depths (top row), the OCM 
imaging depths (left column), and the colocalization matrix. For each depth, neurons 
visualized by OCM neurons are in red, Nissl stained neurons in green, and the colocalized 
neurons in yellow. The colocalized neurons show a diagonal pattern (boxes outlined in 
white) in the co- localization matrix. Each square represents an area of 200 μm × 200 μm.
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Fig. 4. Colocalization of segmented neurons in supra- and infragranular layers in BA 21 and 32.
The OCM data (at a single imaging depth, for better resolution) are illustrated without and 
with the neuron segmentation outlines (columns 1–2), Nissl through-focus stack without and 
with the neuron segmentation outlines (columns 3–4), and the segmentation overlay with 
OCM (red), Nissl (green), and colocalized neurons (yellow) in column 5. Each square 
represents an area of 200 μm × 200 μm.
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Table 1 –
Brain tissue demographics.
Case Age, Sex PMI (hrs) Clinical Dx Pathology Dx Cause of death
1 45, F <24 Control Control Lung disease
2 74, F <24 Control Control MI
3 68, M <24 Control, hypertension Control, BBI-II MI
4 59, M 20 Control Control, BBI, reactive gliosis Surgery complications, Alcoholism
5 58, M <24 Control Control, BBI, ischemic changes Lung disease
6 30, F 30 Control Control Hodgkin’s lymphoma
Abbreviations: BB, Braak and Braak stage; Dx, diagnosis; MI, myocardial infarction, PMI, post mortem interval, F, female; M, male.
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Table 2 –
Colocalization percentages for each case, block and layer in BA21.
Table 2 – BA 21 Layer OCM % Nissl % Fiber content
Case 1 45F II 54% 44% +
III 77% 79% +++
V 61% 60% ++++
VI 64% 53% ++++
Case 2 74F II 32% 36% +
III 81% 66% ++
V 80% 60% +++
VI 58% 41% ++++
Case 4 59M II 42% 19% +
III 66% 78% +
V 50% 45% +
VI 55% 47% ++
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Table 3 –
Colocalization percentages for each case, block and layer in BA32.
Table 3 – BA 32 Layer OCM % Nissl % Fiber content
Case 3 68M II 62% 30% +
III 68% 41% +
V 75% 41% ++
VI 80% 38% ++
Case 5 58M II 64% 46% +
III 61% 58% +
V 69% 68% ++
VI 61% 53% ++
Case 6 30F II 48% 24% +
III 37% 38% +
V 38% 36% +
VI 31% 23% +
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Table 4 –
The averages of the colocalization percentages for each layer in BA21.
Table 4 - BA21 OCM % Nissl %
Layer II 42 ± 15 33 ± 13
Layer III 74 ± 9 74 ± 12
Layer V 64 ± 15 55 ± 13
Layer VI 60 ± 6 45 ± 7
All layers 60 ± 16 52 ± 18
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Table 5 –
The averages of the colocalization percentages for each layer in BA32, using all 3 case and excluding case 6 
(outlier).
Using all 3 cases Excluding case 6
Table 5 - BA 32 OCM % Nissl % OCM % Nissl %
Layer II 58 ± 18 33 ± 12 63 ± 9 38 ± 13
Layer III 55 ± 15 45 ± 12 64 ± 5 49 ± 14
Layer V 60 ± 22 48 ± 16 72 ± 17 54 ± 16
Layer VI 57 ± 23 38 ± 16 71 ± 11 45 ± 14
All layers 58 ± 18 41 ± 15 67 ± 11 47 ± 14
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Table 6 –
Colocalization percentages with respect to fiber content, using all cases and excluding case 6 (outlier).
All cases Excluding case 6
Table 6 - Fiber content OCM % Nissl % OCM % Nissl %
+ (n=18) 50 ± 15 40 ± 17 55 ± 14 44 ± 18
++ (n=12) 71 ± 13 51 ± 14 71 ± 13 51 ± 14
+++ (n=4) 78 ± 9 70 ± 19 78 ± 9 70 ± 19
++++ (n=6) 61 ± 4 51 ± 10 61 ± 4 51 ± 10
n= the number of ROIs in each group
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